VASCUNOTE LICENSE FEE SCHEDULE
1/1/2020
Vascular Management Associates reserves the right to change this fee schedule at any time.
1.

INDIVIDUAL PHYSICIAN LICENSE

The Individual Physician License is limited to a single user only. The number of cases allocated to this license may
used by the licensed user only and cannot be shared with another user.
An Individual Physician License is issued for one year for the maximum number of cases listed in this Subscription
Agreement. Unless otherwise specified, the one year term begins (referred to as the “start date”) on the day the user
first logs into VascuNote, or 10 days after the user account has been issued to the user, whichever occurs first. It
expires on the anniversary of its start date, unless it is renewed. There is no refund or credit for unused cases.
If the maximum number of cases is used up before the license expires, the user will have to purchase a new license,
with a new annual start date, to continue using VascuNote.
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2. ENTITY USER LICENSE
The Entity User License entitles a group of users associated with the entity (a physician practice group or
hospital) to share the allocated number of cases.
An Entity User License is issued for one year for a maximum number of cases. Unless otherwise
specified, the one year term begins (referred to as the “start date”) on the day any authorized user of this
Entity first logs into VascuNote, or 10 days after any user account for this Entity has been issued to the
Entity, whichever occurs first. It expires on the anniversary of its start date, unless it is renewed by
mutual agreement. Any unused cases will expire with the expiry of the license.
If the maximum number of cases is used up before the license expires, the Entity will have to purchase a
new license, with a new annual start date, to continue using VascuNote. There is no refund or credit for
used cases.
A maximum number of physician users may share the VascuNote license per the License Fee Schedule.
Additional physicians may be added for $250/physician.
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3. DEFINITION OF A “CASE”
For VascuNote licensing purposes:
1. A “case” is defined as that unique combination of case information consisting of all of the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Patient name
Date of service
Procedure module
Name of surgeon

2. A “case” is counted as used when the user clicks on the “Continue” button after entering all the
above case information in the “Enter Case Information” screen for the first time, regardless of
whether or not the user actually completes the case in VascuNote.
3. If the user subsequently clicks on the “Continue” button again, in the same session, or in a future
session after retrieving the saved case data, without changing any of the data items in paragraph 1
(i.e., all data items remaining the same) above, VascuNote will not count that as a new case;
likewise, if the user subsequently changes any item of the data in paragraph 1 above, VascuNote
will count that as a new case.
4. A “case” is intended to correspond to a unique physical procedure performed by the physician
user. VMA reserves the right to count as new and different “cases” those procedures which it
has reason to believe the user used the same case information in 3.1 above in fact for different
procedures.
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